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Abstract: The number and types of applications developed for multi-touch tabletops are dramatically increased in the last years, mainly due to the fact that interactive tabletops allow a more natural interaction with the user through their multi-touch interfaces. Despite many applications share a big set of common features, e.g., gestures recognition, interface orientation, etc., almost all applications implement their home made software solutions. In this paper we present Tactive, a software layer for fast development of portable applications for multi-touch interactive tabletops. Tactive allows to abstract from hardware and software equipment and to embed a web application into an application for multi-touch surfaces. Our framework supports up to five fingers gestures recognition and communication between different windows, and allows to save more than 60% of developing time.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, the market of multi-touch tables is experiencing a situation very similar to what happens in the mobile applications market. The number of developed applications is dramatically increased, interactive tabletop surfaces are used to improve learning activities (Rick et al., 2011), inside museums (Geller, 2006), where the diversity of visitors create a natural laboratory for testing this kind of interface, to help the management of emergency (Qin et al., 2012), and in many other collaborative activities like, e.g., photoware (Pedrosa et al., 2013), etc. Consequently, also the number of hardware solutions increased, each one requiring a particular SDK, programming language, etc.

Like smartphones, interactive tabletops allow a more natural interaction with the user through their multi-touch interfaces (Forlines et al., 2007) and, unlike mobile devices, they allow the interaction of more than one user at the same time. Tabletops promote collaboration and social experiences, and can act as a meeting point.

The possibility to interact with multiple user at the same time requires an important set of new features for the user interface: e.g. the user are placed around the table, therefore they need different orientations of the interaction widgets, they can collaborate using the same space and objects or can compete for them. Therefore all applications developed for this kind of interface have to face a common set of problems, e.g., the recognition and management of particular gestures and the orientation of the interactive widgets. Despite these common features, almost all the applications implement all these features starting from scratch, since no software solution exists.

In this paper we present our tabletops solution, which can be applied to different size of surface (42” or more) and can work upon different operating system. We have developed a software layer which is able to abstract from hardware and software constraints of the device in which it is installed (screen size, operating system, etc) and allows the developer to easily manage common features of the user interface discussed above. Our solution provide a Javascript API which allows a developer to build an entire tabletop application only using web technologies, in particular HTML5, CSS3 and Javascript, without the need to know anything about the underlying hardware and software.

Moreover, our solution allows a very easy reuse of web applications already developed for non touch interfaces, and personalization of the final application.

Finally, we provide our multi-touch tabletop with a strong interior design (see Figure 1) on its shape and materials while most of the hardware available on the
market is little more than a “big iPad mounted on four legs”.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works and the need for a framework for the development of portable multi-touch applications. Section 3 presents Tactive, a software layer which provides a set of features and gestures to speed up the design process of multi-touch interactive applications. A set of success stories about applications developed with the framework is discussed in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND

There are a lot of applications for interactive tabletops and surfaces described in literature. Correia et al (Correia et al., 2010) described an application for museum setting. A tabletop is used to enhance user experience presenting semantic information about all the artworks of the exhibition. The authors realized a tabletop setup based on the Frustrated Total Internal Reflection system. More than one user can interact with the tabletop at the same time in a collaborative way. The user interface is an ad-hoc application, build from scratch with the help of some open framework.

uEmergency (Qin et al., 2012) is a emergency management system based on a very large multi-touch surface. The users can collaborate in a very intuitive way around a table which displays available information on the ongoing emergency. It allows people to carry out face-to-face communication based on a horizontal map. Users can also analyzed real-time situation with fingers or digital pens. A study shows that the use of interactive surfaces improves efficiency in decision making and collaboration for coping with an emergency.

Pedrosa et al, used tabletops to explore home videos and photos (Pedrosa et al., 2013). A set of 24 users evaluates an application which displays photos and videos on a horizontal touch surface to allow storytelling and random exploration. The authors show that, among collaborative tools also personal spaces within the tabletop were useful for allowing independent navigation.

The application described so far have many common features: they are highly visual systems, mainly controlled by touches and some common gestures performed on the surface of the system, e.g., browsing a collection of items, selecting a particular item, accessing a documents, and so on. All these applications can interact with several users at the same time, and each user requires a different orientation of the interface, according to his/her position. Despite many common requirements, the developers of all these applications need to implement the majority of these features from scratch and the available frameworks provide only very low level features.

As a general remark, designer of multi-touch applications do not have a reference model to model user interface and interaction, but often rely on best practice and intuition rather than on a systematic development process (Wigdor et al., 2009). For this reason, many works in literature address the problem of designing user interface for interactive surfaces (Anthony et al., 2012; Hesselmann et al., 2011; Luyten et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2004; Seto et al., 2012; Urakami, 2012).

Urakami (Urakami, 2012) has shown that the user choice of gestures was affected by the size of the manipulated object, expertise, and nature of the command (direct manipulation of objects vs. assessment of abstract functions), therefore it is essential to involve the user in the development of gesture vocabularies. The same approach is followed by Hesselmann et al, that proposed an iterative process of five steps tailored to the development of interactive tabletops and surfaces applications, called SCiVA, Surface Computing for Interactive Visual Applications. The key idea of SCiVA is to strongly involve the user in the design process to improve the usability of the final product (Hesselmann et al., 2011).

Luyten et al, try to reach a consensus on a set of design patterns that aid in the engineering of multi-touch interfaces and transcend the differences in available platforms (Luyten et al., 2010). Seto et al, investigate the problem of how to manage menus displacement in multi-user surfaces(Seto et al., 2012). In particular they focus on the discoverability of system menus on digital tabletops designed for public settings. This study presents a set of design recommendations to improve menu accessibility: e.g., discernible and recognizable interface elements, such as
buttons, supported by the use of animation, can effectively attract and guide the discovery of menus.

This analysis of the literature shows that some steps toward the definition of design patterns for the development of interactive multi-touch interfaces have been done, but there are not already built off-the-shelf components to create these interfaces, but each application build from scratch its user interface. Native frameworks, like Microsoft Surface 2.0 SDK and Runtime (Microsoft, 2013a), Windows Presentation Foundation + Native Touch recognition by Microsoft Windows 8 (Microsoft, 2013b) and Smart Table SDK (SMART Technologies, 2013), help to develop multi-touch applications but require a particular hardware/software configuration.

Our goal is the creation of a software layer, portable on each operating system and hardware solution, which provides this set of features and gestures to speed up the design process of multi-touch interactive applications by avoiding to re-invent the wheel each time (Gaggi and Regazzo, 2013).

Other solutions exist which addresses a similar problem. Glassomium (Toffanin, 2013) is a project based on web technologies which aims to port web applications to multi-touch surface. Even if the key idea is quite the same, it allows for rotations, scaling and dragging even through an unstable beta and it is not able to identify gestures which involve the whole hand, Glassomium can be considered a windows manager, which allows to recognize the user gestures and to manage them, but it does not implements cross-windows communication, therefore, it lacks of a proper mechanism to change the user experience on the base of the interaction of other users. To the best of our knowledge this feature is implemented only by our solution.

GestureWorks (Ideum, 2013) and Arena (Unedged, 2013) are frameworks which provide generic and cross platform functionalities, like gestures recognition, to develop touch applications, but they are not able to manage more than one application being launched at the same time or multiple application enclosed in different windows.

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAMEWORK

In this section we discuss the design issue and the implementation details of the developed software layer, called Tactive. Tactive is a framework, which allows to speed up the development of applications for multi-touch surfaces. This goal is reached since:

- Tactive provides a way to encapsulate web applications into widgets suitable for multi-touch surfaces, therefore already developed web applications can be easily adapted to multi-touch interactive surfaces;
- Tactive allows to abstract from hw/sw details: an entire application can be developed using web technologies, therefore we do not ask the developer to know any particular language or technology bound to the particular hw/sw equipment, he or she only needs to know how to use the Javascript API provided by our framework;
- applications developed with Tactive are able to adapt themselves to different size of the surface (Tactive helps to realize the so-called fluid applications) and
- Tactive provides a set of features common to multi-touch applications like windows disposition, gestures recognition and interface orientation.

3.1 System Architecture

The architecture of our system is depicted in Figure 2. Tactive is organized in two levels. The lower one, called the O.S. Layer guarantees the independence from the underlying hardware: it contains the operating system (MS Windows 7, MS Windows 8 and Linux are supported), and a set of protocol and libraries to manage touch gestures if the chosen operating system does not support them natively. The Application Layer manages the applications, their windows and the interaction between the applications and the user or between different applications.

Tactive clearly separates the contents, displayed to the users, from the interaction widgets and the software components used to display the contents. For this reason, the architecture of our framework contains a content manager, called Application Container, which manages how to display the contents, and a windows manager.

The Application Container allows the division between contents and interaction widget using WebViews, i. e., components that display web pages. A WebView allows to embed HTML pages inside an application. This component uses the WebKit rendering engine to display web pages inside a window of the application, and includes methods to navigate forward and backward through a history, to zoom in and out, to perform text searches, etc.

The Application Container is the underlying component that encapsulate all the functionalities needed to interact with the user and with other components.
within the table, i.e., the Touch Manager that allows gestures management and recognition, and the Window/Widget Manager that provides the stack of visible objects (see Figure 2). It is also responsible to collect and enumerate application specific contents (e.g., images, videos, web pages or multimedia items) that are stored as web pages and rendered through the WebView.

The frameworks supports both on-line and off-line content/pages but usually the second option (a local web server) is preferred to let the application works and displays contents even in absence of an Internet connection.

Widgets for the visualization of media items like videos and images have been implemented using WebViews. Tactive has been designed to be extendible: an expert developer may create a new component extending the widget component (or one of its sub-classes), automatically taking advantage of all the features already implemented and described above. Using our framework, content can be created by a web developer (that designs the structure) and update by a content editor. The mechanism of WebView is used to developed hybrid applications for mobile devices, i.e., applications based on the HTML5 languages which are wrapped with a webkit engine and rendered as native mobile applications. PhoneGap (Apache Software Foundation, 2013), also known as Apache Cordova, is a framework for cross-platform mobile development which create hybrid applications. Our approach is very similar: the idea is to take advantage of the portability of web technologies to develop portability of applications for multi-touch interactive surfaces.

Using a WebView, the developer only need to specify which is the web page to render. Therefore contents has to be enclosed into web pages to be displayed to users. At this point, our framework allows the visualization of contents into a window on the tabletop.

Contents can be arranged (and personalized, e.g., a particular layout) using the CSS standard language like what happens for web sites. But the provided interaction is very poor, since the user can touch the interface, but the touch is interpreted like a movement of a mouse pointer. No gestures like pinch, rotation or drag are supported, but only tap and double tap.

Since people do not use their hand and fingers like a mouse pointer, we need the Touch Manager component to manages concurrent touches and gestures of many users. This software component manages portability of touches and gestures recognition and implements the TUIO protocol (Kaltenbrunner et al., 2013) which allows the transmission of an abstract description of interactive surfaces, including touch events and tangible object states. This protocol encodes control data from a tracker application (e.g. based on computer vision) and sends it to any client application that is capable to decode the protocol. Technically TUIO is based on Open Sound Control (OSC) - an emerging standard for interactive environments not only limited to musical instrument control - and can be therefore easily implemented on any platform that supports OSC.

The recognition of the gestures is managed extending qTUIO (Belleh and Blankenburgs, 2013), a library which implements a TUIO listener on a local UDP socket and forwards the events into the internal event system of Qt. qTUIO is able to recognize gestures, e.g., dragging of an object, made with one finger, two fingers are allowed only for the zoom in and out management. Since the user usually move windows and objects with the whole hand, qTUIO is only a first step through the realization of a portable software for the complete management of multi-touch interaction. For this reason, the Touch Manager extends this library to recognize and manage also gestures which involves more than one finger, e.g., multi-touch pan and pinch, scroll, drag and rotation using

---

1We must note here that the framework development is almost complete, therefore, even if Tactive is extendible, it is very difficult that a developer of applications needs to implement a new type of widget.
up to five fingers.

Since Tactive allows to launch more than one applications at the same time, another problem arise, i.e., the management of application audio. In fact, if many applications use contemporarily the audio interface, the result can be a big uproar, and it could be very difficult for the users to understand the audio messages. Consider, as an example, the case in which two users play contemporarily two demonstrative videos, what happens is that the audio messages are overlapped and none of the users is able to easily follow the video. The situation is even worse when dealing with more users.

For this reason, Tactive implements the component called Audio Manager, which is able to manage contemporaneous audio. Audio messages are classify by the content editor according to their nature, i.e. soundtrack or spoken comment. More soundtracks can plays together, two spoken comments cannot, so one of the two audio (and video if it is the audio comment of a video) is suspended till the end of the first one. To decide which audio is paused, the Audio Manager allows to define priority classes, or use a first-in, first-served policy if no priority was defined by the content editor.

3.2 Communication between different windows

An important component of our architecture is the Windows Manager. Given the dimension of the tabletop, concurrent interactions by more than one users is an important issue to consider. As an example, the users can compete for space on the surface. For these reason, when a new window is opened (even by a new user or not), this operation can require the resize of all the other windows already present on the table. Otherwise, actions from a particular user may affect the behavior of the windows of other users. To allow the easily implementation of applications with this kind of features, Tactive implements a windows manager and communication protocol between windows provided by the Message Dispatcher.

Let us consider as example, an application with a map, e.g., a map of a city with the list of its museums, or a map of an exhibition with the position of the stands. The map can be rendered with HTML5 on a WebView (see Figure 3). If the user touches a museum or a stand the application opens a new window, with the web site of (or a page dedicated to) the museum/stand, and the user can interact with this window, resize it, or move across the table. If the user touches the “go to the map” button on the new windows, the initial window with the map is moved over the current window of the user. Figure 3 shows a screenshot from an application developed for a local fair.

To implement this behavior, a communication protocol between windows has been developed. The communication protocol allows the developer to change the content or the behavior of a window on the base of the behavior, or user interaction with, another windows. Each WebView communicates with the software layer Tactive, which acts as a windows manager. We need a windows manager instead of a simple communication protocol between windows, widgets or WebViews because only the windows manager knows how many windows are currently open in the surface, where they are, and how they are interacting with the user, each window knows only the information about itself, and nothing about the other. Moreover, the use of a windows manager allows an easy recover from the failure of a single window, since the manager records a set of information for each window and is able to stop, suspend or restart it.

Tactive implements the windows management using the C++ language to address performance issues. Moreover, it offers to developers of multi-touch application a Javascript API to manage events triggered by Tactive inside their web applications which use our framework to work on multi-touch interactive surfaces. The Javascript API allows to enlarge, resize, minimize, close or move a window, in response to a user interaction, also on other windows.

Moreover, using this API, it is possible to send a message to a widget active on another window through the Message Dispatcher. Consider as example an advergame: the user gains coins to play with a slot machine, answering to a questionnaire. When he/she completes the questionnaire, the window with the questions sends a message to the slot machine, enabling the user to play. This communi-
Figure 4: Screenshot from an application developed for doctors training.

The communication between windows is enabled by the Javascript API, which is used to compose the message and trigger the event through the Message Dispatcher to the Windows Manager, which is in charge of triggering the right response to the right window.

4 CASE STUDIES AND DISCUSSION

The framework Tactive has been used to develop six applications in completely different contexts, ranging from fair exposition to the launch of a new product. In this section we describe two success stories and we report some data about how the use of this framework deeply impacts the development of a multi-touch application.

The first success story is an application to improve learning activities developed for a local company. The context of use was the training of physicians. The application puts around a table four physicians, two per side. Each physician has different materials and documents, i.e., medical records, laboratory diagnosis, x-rays, etc., about a single patient with a particular disease. No physician has enough material to understand which is the disease which affects the patient without the help of data held by other doctors.

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the interface. Different content is delivered to each workspace. The goal is to improve communication strategies and the ability to work together of the physicians. The doctors can create new windows to share the content, can drag the window around the table surface, rotate, zoom in and out to better understand a picture, e.g., an x-ray, or a video, e.g., an ultrasound scan. When a doctor puts in common his own material dragging it on the center of the table, the other windows are minimized, to better focus the other doctors’ attention on that particular medical data.

The application was created using Tactive, therefore the developer only needs to assemble the content into web pages. The Javascript API was used to implement the communication between windows, i.e., to minimize all the windows when a physician puts some data on the center of the table.

Thanks to our software layer, the development process is reduced to content creation which requires 45 man-days of a developer for its realization. The development of the same application using the C++ language on a TouchWindow Slice Table Multi-Touch (Touchwindow S.r.l., 2013) required one man-year, therefore our framework allows to save about 86% of time as reported in Table 1.

The same application was used during 15 different one-day courses for physicians, using the same structure, and changing only the content, i.e., the text in the web pages, but not the structure of the pages. This adaptation process required only one day of work of a web content editor. Moreover, the application can run on any tabletop, independently from the operating system or the size of the surface.

The second case study is an application developed for the launch of a new product of a leading company in the car market. In this case, the application was used by a single speaker who, during his presentation, switched between an interactive slideshow, several videos and some online demos on a web site. Figure 5 shows the menu which allows to choose a video for the presentation.

The main issue for this application was to mix both off-line and online content: the “traditional” software building blocks used for tabletop UI would have required to develop the application from scratch, loading it with the off-line content (videos and slideshows) and linking online content into a webview or a browser. Such application would have required

---

2This information has been extracted from a previous realization of the same application, which was not independent from the chosen hardware.

3Microsoft Windows 7 or superior, Linux and Apple iOS Lion are supported.
Table 1: Impact of the use of Tactive in the developing time for the 6 application developed using this framework. The developing time is expressed in man-days. We suppose that a man-week is equal to 5 man-days, a man-month correspond, on average, to 20 man-days, and finally, a man-year corresponds, on average, to 220 man-days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Tactive</th>
<th>Flash</th>
<th>Saving</th>
<th>C++</th>
<th>Saving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success Story 1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success Story 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculptor Exhibition</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation Festival</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Event</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning App</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

four weeks of a FTE (Full Time Equivalent) software developer, and an implementation using Flash would have required ten man-days, as reported in Table 1. Using the Anytable framework, any piece of content was linked into a different web page and published online, included the main menu page: the overall activity required 3 days of a FTE web developer, therefore it saves 85% of time with respect to an implementation using a native SDK, and 70% of time with respect to Flash implementation.

The framework has been used to implement other four applications, for a sculpture exhibition, two fairs and another type of application for learning with a different interaction with the users. Table 1 reports the required time to implement these applications using our framework. These results are compared with the estimated time required to develop the same applications using Flash and C++ language with a native SDK solution. This information has been collected from quotations that have been made during the sale phases of the final product to the customer.

We can see that our framework allows to save between 60% and 75% of developing time respect to Flash implementation. This important range of percentage rises to 80% and 91% for applications developed using C++ language and a native SDK. It is easy to note that this saving is higher for complex applications.

Although this important result in terms of time saving, our framework introduces also some drawbacks. In particular, to allow independence from the underlying hardware, we abstract from its characteristic and we implement a software layer which is able to operate with any tabletop. This means that Tactive defines a set of functions common to all tabletop solutions, and does not consider features which are available only on a particular hardware configuration: this choice limits the expressiveness of Tactive, which does not allow to use manufacturer-specific features in applications development. However, further development of HTML5 API will be considered in the future release of our software in order to lower this limitation.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper we present Tactive, a software layer for fast development of portable applications for multi-touch interactive tabletops. The framework is based on modern web technologies and its core unit is developed using the C++ language.

The novelty of our approach consists in three points:

- the development of a framework for the creation of application for multi-touch surfaces which are independent from the hardware and software equipment;
- the possibility to use (and possible re-use) web pages decreases the time spent to develop the multi-touch applications and does not require to learn any new technology. Our experiments shows that Tactive allows an important reduction in time needed for development, between 60% and 91%;
- finally, no other software framework provides an easy communication between different windows of the same applications.

Moreover, our framework extends the qTUIO library to manage the recognition of gestures made with up to five fingers.

Future works will be dedicated to the implementation of an API to manage Near Field Communication (NFC). NFC is a technology that provides short-range (up to a maximum of 10 cm) and bi-directional wireless connectivity. The idea is to save the state of the user, in term of opened documents and windows, and which is the window currently active, and to re-create the entire workspace at the correct state, every time that user approaches the system.
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